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WILLIAMS S_N_E_W_W_WHenderson in focus for 2016 BMW DTM and Formula E seat As Daniil
Kvyat’s career in Formula One reaches a crescendo this weekend, attention is turning to a young
Formula E driver who could make a sensational move across the Atlantic next year. After winning
the European Formula 3 championship with a race to spare in 2015, Frenchman Paul-Loup Chatin is
just one win and one podium shy of making F3 history by becoming the only driver ever to win four
consecutive European F3 titles. It has been suggested that he could race for one of the two Formula
E teams that appear at the most recent round of the championship in Monaco in July. Although he
has yet to write the official FIA confirmation of his intention to leave Formula Renault 3.5 to race in
a grand prix series, Chatin has been linked with a move to Formula E since very early on in the
development of the world-wide championship. A move to Formula E may well be the best option for
him in a number of ways. Currently racing alongside his close friend and team-mate Guanyu Zhou at
French racing team Tech 1, Chatin could be competing alongside two very experienced men who will
be familiar with the machinery he will be using in a championship that is about a third of the length
of Formula One and has no pre-season testing. Chatin may also be a rookie in Formula E. However,
in the age of the ‘fast-and-furious’ digital-age drivers like Will Stevens and Jan Charouz, he will be
more experienced than most rookies in a championship packed with talents. Although he has been
linked with a move to Formula E already, it is actually two years since the Frenchman first tested
Formula E machinery at a customer car test session held in the middle of the Le Mans 24 hour race
week.
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